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Message from Reverend Gareth Hutchinson
Hello St Martin’s and St Bart’s,
We were asked to write a few words to say “hello” and share a
little bit about ourselves, although we hope it won’t be too long
until we can meet you in person.
Laura, Noah, Eli and I are all very excited about coming to join
you in the near future. We have been based at Church of the
Martyrs in Westcotes for the past three years, having previously
lived and studied at Trinity College Bristol. We’re a fairly mixed
bunch with Laura originating from Sheffield, Gareth born in
Northern Ireland but has lived all over the UK, then Noah and Eli
both born in Swindon, but having lived in Bristol and now

Leicester. As a family, among us we have interests in tennis,
climbing, hiking, hot-chocolate& cake, and walking the dog (a
Miniature Schnauzer named Millie). Gareth’s currently coming to
know and love the wonderful world of freshly brewed coffee.

During our time in Leicester Laura has been working part-time as
a teacher (in Hinckley), whilst also starting up a charity named
Baby Basics Leicester which helps support new mums & families
who are struggling to meet the financial & practical burden of
looking after a new baby(find out more about them here…
www.babybasicsleicester.co.uk
As we read the Parish Profile, visited and then came for interview
we were excited by the desire present in St Martin’s & St Bart’s to
come to know more and more what God is doing in Desford and
Kirby Muxloe, and to then join in with Him in that. As we had the
opportunity to meet some of you, we were so very thankful for the
warm welcome received. Over these past few months I’m sure
we’ve all been missing seeing friends and family, found certain
challenges in adapting to a society affected by Coronavirus, and
perhaps had opportunity to learn some new skills or patterns for
living. I have been encouraged, and indeed challenged by the
words of God to ‘Be still, and know that I am God’ (Psalm 46). I
don’t know about you, but to me ‘being still’ is something that
sounds ‘nice’ as a memory verse, however in reality is much more
of a challenge and necessity. If you read Psalm 46, you’ll very
quickly see that the picture presented is not of a nice peaceful
summer’s day with the psalmist laying back enjoying the warmth
and quiet. Rather it’s an experience of seismic shift, when their
world is quaking. Yet God who is our refuge and indeed strength,
let us know that shelter, stillness, peace, and embrace are found
as we recognised the nearness of God… ‘The Lord Almighty is
with us; the God of Jacob is our fortress.’ This doesn’t
necessarily make things easy, but it does assure us that whatever
and wherever we find ourselves, God is near and will always draw
us near.
God bless, we look forward to seeing you all soon.
Gareth, Laura, Noah and Eli.

Editors Notepad
Guidance from the Church of England continues to discourage us
from distributing printed materials. We do not have email
addresses for all our subscribers, so it may be that you received
this from a friend or deliverer. Please email
patcrane33@gmail.com if you would like to be added to our
mailing list.








We hope that all our readers are still keeping safe and well
and finding plenty to do to keep the mind and body active.
Revd Gareth Hutchinson will be licensed as the new Rector
of Desford and Kirby Muxloe on Tuesday, 30th June at 7
p.m., by Bishop Martyn. The service will take place either
at St Martin’s Church or remotely – to be decided nearer
the time, depending on developments in lockdown advice
We look forward to welcoming Gareth, his wife and family
when circumstances allow
Rob continues to provide our virtual Sunday services.
Thank you Rob
After missing the April meeting, the Parish Council are now
meeting on zoom
the Covid Support Groups in both Botcheston and Desford
have been much appreciated by residents. Thank you to
the volunteers who continue to give their time to help
others

FAITH FOR DAILY LIVING
OFFERING TO GOD
“Honour the Lord by making him an offering from the best of
all that your land produces”.Prov 3.9 GNB
We have, somewhere along the line, got the whole idea about money and
giving to God, all mixed up. Giving has become “fund raising” and all
manner of systems, schemes, theologies, biblical texts and traditional ideas
have been used. In some instances, professional fund raisers have come in
and taken over. Nowhere does the Bible advocate “fund raising schemes”.
The wisdom of the ancient Israelites was that you give to God. God has
blessed you with crops, animals, income. Out of your gratitude to God you
give something to him. Way back in Genesis, the brothers Cain and Abel,
sons of Adam and Eve, brought offerings to God out of what they had
produced by various forms of farming. This was the first act of giving to God
recorded. It was not fund-raising. Christian believers acknowledge that God
has come in Jesus Christ and that he has brought salvation. They give, not
primarily in order to pay the parson or paint the church. They give out of
sheer gratitude to God for all that he has done for them and for all he has
given to them. And they trust that church leaders use the gifts they give
responsibly and run the church wisely and economically. Christian giving is
tangible generosity in action. It is giving out of love with no expectation of
anything in return, unlike a fund-raising stunt such as a cake sale in which
you pay a price and get a product in return.
Give gladly. Give generously. Give to God and glorify him in your giving.
PRAYER THOUGHT
Lord, make me a willing and generous giver.
‘Faith for Daily Living’ is a booklet which is published every second
month and contains a daily reading such as this for each day over the
period. The daily readings have provided inspiration and comfort to
many over the years and the booklet is sent free of charge to anyone
requesting a copy.
For your free copy, contact Ewan, on O1455 824673, leaving a
voicemail message if there is no response and we will see to it that your
name is added to the mailing list.

A Point in History
Cutting Edge Communication
In the period of the early church the spread of the gospel was enabled by
the cutting edge technology of the day - the Roman road. In the
Providence of God this network of communication had been put into place
just in time to enable Christians to travel the empire in speed and relative
safety, spreading the news wherever they went. If Jesus had been born a
few years earlier, such rapid spread would not have been possible. The
early church did not make use of their cutting edge technology entirely
willingly. It took official steps to close them down, to drive out the first
Christians from their comfort zone, meeting with each other in the temple
courts. Persecution propelled them in fear of their lives along the Roman
roads to share the risen Christ with a pre-Christian world.
In the period of the lockdown church, the spread of the gospel is being
enabled by the cutting edge technology of the day - the Internet. In the
Providence of God this network of communication has been put in place
just in time to enable Christians electronically to travel the world in speed
and relative safety. If the lockdown had happened just a few years earlier,
this rapid transition to an online church, reaching the homes of the nation,
would simply not have been possible. The lockdown church is not making
use of our cutting edge technology entirely willingly. It has taken official
steps to close us down, drive us out of our comfort zone, meeting together
in our church buildings. We have been propelled in fear of our lives along
the Internet highway to share the risen Christ with the post-Christian world.
Most of St Paul’s roads had actually been there a few years before he
walked them, but the early church also made use of the brand new codex
technology - an innovative use of scrap notebooks to make sacred text
portable and shareable. Yes, St Paul had pressed the ‘share’ button long
before Silicon Valley.
When persecution lifted, the Early Church did not abandon the Roman
roads, public city spaces and codex sharing, reverting to a secret sect.
When lockdown lifts, we must not abandon the public spaces of the Internet
highway and share buttons to hide away again in Sunday secrecy. We
have been sent out, like St Paul, to welcome the world to the Kingdom of
Christ through sharing the technology of the day - what an opportunity!

We've been propelled into the contemporary world
At the beginning of the year we were the Odeon; today we are Netflix.
When I was young, the Odeon would show a film at 7:30 each night for a
week or two. There was no choice of time, venue or film. If you wanted to
see a film you had to turn up at 7:20pm, buy your popcorn and watch ‘The
Bridge on the River Kwai’.
In the 1950s the Odeon was okay. But then along came consumer choice,
individualism and crowded, complex lifestyles. The big ‘take it or leave’ it
screens started dying and Multiplex arose, with its wide range of films and
times. The surroundings were as comfortable as your home. Then came
TV film channels, and now Netflix, prime and others. Well, you can watch
whatever you want, whenever you want, wherever you are, on whatever
you've got.
A few churches were ahead of the game - some have gone Multiplex and a
few have been trying Netflix - but typically, until the beginning of the year,
we were the 10:30 am showing at St Odeon's. Inadvertently, by going
online for other reasons, church moved from Odeon to Netflix in a couple of
weeks. People can now choose their own time to take part in the church
service, which church and service to access, on their own sofa rather than
contracting back pain on a church pew. No wonder it's more popular. The
government has shut our ‘Odeons’ down, so in response we have stumbled
into ‘homespun Netflix’ and it's looking promising.

BOSWORTH FOOTCARE
Your Local Foot Care Health Professional
Joanne Taylor M.C.F.H.P., M.H.F.H.P
Home Visiting Service
For the treatment of corns, callouses, nail and general foot
problems
2 Westhaven Court, Market Bosworth
Nuneaton, Warks, CV13 0PR
Tel : 01455 292302

EXTREME SURVIVOR
Review by The Very Reverend Dr Jeffrey John, Dean of St. Albans
This is an extraordinarily inspiring autobiography, written by one of our own,
with a unique perspective on life and death which seems all the more
important for all of us now in the face of the current pandemic.
Simon, as he says, should not really be here, and for two reasons.
At the age of seven he was diagnosed with early onset diabetes. The title
‘Extreme Survivor’ relates to his citation in 2016 for a Joslin Medal, which is
awarded to those who survive on insulin for fifty years from their
diagnosis – in Simon’s case, fortunately, with hardly any of the secondary
complications which many diabetics suffer. One of the most fascinating and
compelling parts of this book is the description of life in a Middlesex Hospital
ward in the sixties as seen through the eyes of a seven-year old boy, and
how he learned to test his blood sugar and to inject insulin – a daily
procedure he would do over 65,000 times before earning his medal.
The second reason which gives the book its urgency and poignancy, is that
Simon was diagnosed first with a throat cancer in 2017, and then with an
inoperable lung cancer. In February 2019 he was given only ‘months’ to
live. The last chapter – which he is living now – is called ‘Borrowed
Time’.
Between the start and end of the book is the story of a life which is
remarkably unhampered by the inconvenience of the disease. Simon
remarks that he never felt the phrase ‘suffering from diabetes’ applied to him,
since he never thought of himself as suffering. At every age he has been
given to appallingly healthy outdoor pursuits – hiking, mountaineering,
yachting and fell walking, whether with school and university friends, or later
with the equally energetic Clare, Thomas and Edwin.
Having spent his early years in Yorkshire, where his father was
headmaster of Richmond Grammar School, being able to buy a second
home in Swaledale was the fulfilment of a dream. Following the diagnosis

last year the family divided time between Grinton and St Albans – and when
the ﬂoods came Simon was not deterred from trundling sandbags around
the village. He still hopes to be given time to restore the devastated
garden.
Simon took a First in Maths at Sheffield University and traces a fascinating
career, mostly a very rapid rise through the ranks of Logica, the
multinational IT and management consultancy company that ultimately
merged with the CGI Group. There was a lot of international work, and
much that was secret in co-operation with the Ministry of Defence, though
this aspect of the work declined after the fall
of the Berlin Wall. I found the description of the family’s expatriate life in
Brussels especially interesting, as well the analysis of power-play and
petty spite which apparently operate in multinational companies much as
they do anywhere else.
Simon is a churchman from the cradle, and all through his account mentions
the Church as a normal part of life. There were one or two moments in his
professional life where sticking to Christian principle clearly meant paying
a price. But there were also inestimable rewards. At John Keble Church, Mill
Hill, Simon met Clare, who ran the confirmation class and invited him to a
church theatre outing. Their fate was sealed. Simon proposed in the
Spaghetti House in Goodge Street, and with a distinctly Yorkshire-sounding
lack of ceremony: ‘no soppy going down on one knee or such romantic
razzmatazz’.
After their move to St Albans the Abbey and some of its notables come to the
fore. Colin Slee got Simon on the Stewardship Committee, where he succeeded
Stephen Lander as Chair. Simon Sarmiento was already a colleague –
Simon succeeded him as chairman of the Logica Pensions Board. Chris
Stratton gave invaluable professional advice when he finally left Logica and
set up his own consultancy firm. And in the face of the more recent challenges
there are many supportive friends, the Lyals, the Campbells, the
Keelings, the Rayners, the Semples….

In 2005, a year after Clare was ordained, Simon was elected to the General
Synod, and shortly afterwards became a member of the CofE Pensions
Board, and of the Crown Nominations Commission that appointed the Bishop
of St Albans. As well as being embroiled as a notable ‘liberal’ in the endless
discussions over women bishops and gay relationships, he held a special
brief in Synod and in the diocese for Penal affairs, and organised a number of
talks and lectures on the subject both in the Abbey and in the University of
Hertfordshire.
In the frontispiece to the book Archbishop Welby pays a very warm
tribute to Simon personally and to his contribution to the Synod. The
strongest evidence of that commitment must be Simon’s determination to
attend last year, even after being told he had months to live. Who else would
spend any of their precious last days at General Synod?
But then, if you have lived a life making the best of the time you have, why
would you change it at the end? Simon mentions his school motto,
Omnia probate; bonum tenete – ‘Have a go at everything; stick to what you’re
good at’. And he has. He also quotes Reinhold Niebuhr’s prayer, ‘God grant
me serenity to accept the things I cannot change’. And he does.
Simon’s book is a remarkable testimony to a life that has been lived
abundantly, and lived by faith. But this review is not a eulogy. I hope he at
least gets to restore that garden.

If you are interested in purchasing a copy of this book, please
see the separate booking form attached to this email

Message from Dennis
With the 75th anniversary celebration of the end of the Second
World War in Europe, I started to search out a suitable recipe for
the celebration. Inevitably many wartime recipes were found by
Chef Google and I had to try at least one. We also saw Captain
Tom Moore reach his 100th birthday and at the same time raise an
incredible £30m for the NHS. A war time offering therefore
seemed appropriate.
We have seen over the past 2-3 years of the craft group meetings
that we enjoy our scones (and carrot cake) and so I dusted off a
recipe for Wartime Carrot Scones. The origin dates back to 1941
and having tried one I am sure that they will be cooked again. I
do hope some of you try them.
Roll on the day when we can get together again.
Best wishes to everybody, hope that you are all keeping well and
free from the Coronavirus.
Dennis

Free to a good home!
In their Spring Clean, someone has come across a
collection of jam jars of various sizes. If you make
jams or pickles and can make use of them, please
contact the Editor on 823537 or
patcrane33@gmail.com and I will pass on the
message. Otherwise, they will be recycled.

Sign up to the Citizens’ Panel and help improve local health
services
People in Desford are invited to sign up to a new online network to share
their experiences of NHS services and help shape the future of local NHS
services.
The NHS Citizens’ Panel has been set up by local NHS organisations to
gather public views and opinions on a wide variety of health topics, which
will be used to help us to understand peoples’ experiences and what
matters most to them.
Evan Rees, Chair of the Public and Patient Involvement Assurance Group
said: “As patients this is our opportunity to help improve the healthcare
services that thousands of people in the area use every single day. This
could be in the large hospitals in Leicester, the community hospitals, care
at home or in your GP practice or local clinics.
“The NHS wants to know what is done well, what could be improved, and
what we think of any future plans to change services. The feedback we give
will be used to make meaningful improvements that affect our lives for the
better. In the uncertain times of the Covid-19 pandemic it is a great way to
get involved.
It’s really easy to get involved as the Citizens’ Panel will mostly take place
online. You could simply spend a few minutes each month taking part in
surveys, polls and questionnaires. You can do these on your mobile at a
time that suits you, in the comfort of your home. If you want to get more
involved, you’ll also have the opportunity to take part in online focus groups
on a health topic that interests you. If you don’t have an opinion on a topic
or you’re too busy to help, you don’t have to. It’s designed to fit around
you.”
“It’s vital that the voice of local people is at the heart of the NHS.
“What makes the NHS Citizens’ Panel different is the conversations that will
take place online; in this way we hope to reach people who perhaps
wouldn’t normally join a patient group, because they are busy.”
Anyone can sign up and members will receive a regular newsletter with
information about health and social care and be asked for their views on
health topics. To find out more about the Citizens’ Panel and to sign up go
to www.healthcareviewsllr.co.uk

The Church Mouse
Hello Everyone,
So many changes have happened over the past six weeks. It is all
due to a small virus that nobody had heard of. Thousands have
died, thousands have been spent, and there are many worried
people in the world. The Bible says: “Do not be afraid, the Lord
your God is with you.”
The church was closed by a government decree before Palm
Sunday, but the congregation, with help from Rob and each other
continues to enjoy worship. It takes more than a National
shutdown to stop the church functioning.
We mice miss all that normally goes on with people around. Many
come up to the garden for a quiet time while out on their legal
walks. We are very grateful to the Lord for the amazing weather
we have had in April and May. We have been enjoying all the
lovely grubs and worms on the green and sometimes overhear
news of the congregation. There has been a letter from our newly
appointed Vicar. He is Gareth Hutchinson, and his wife is Laura
and they have two sons. The boys are pre-teen someone said, so
will be growing up and transforming in the next ten years. They
also have a miniature schnauzer, like Martyn and Mary.
Noah and Eli like tennis, hiking and climbing and they all like
cake. We hope they will be very happy here. It is a real shame
that they will not live here in Desford. Let us hope that a youth
group can start up again. Gareth’s advice to us all was to be still
and know our God. All in good time we will know what changes
He will ask of us. Many may have to make changes as the
government can’t foot the bill for everything. It is time to
optimistically find ways to make ends meet.
Just remember that God knows best and keep praying.
Much love from Minnie.

Sharon's Sleek Styles
Top Qualified Stylist & Barber,
Regularly taking refreshers in the latest hair designs.
Affordable Prices for regular cuts or Bridal
packages, All in the own comfort of your own
home!
Please call or email to book an appointment
Tel: 07758259240
Email: Sharonsstyles@btinternet.com

6 Places that Inspired Alice in Wonderland
The surreal world of Wonderland has captured the imagination of little and
big kids everywhere since Alice’s adventures were first published in 1865.
The range of country-wide events to celebrate the 150th anniversary of the
book are as eclectic and imaginative as Wonderland itself, from walking
tours and Mad Hatter’s tea parties to interactive performances where the
audience take on Alice’s journey and become part of the story.
Here are six of Wonderland’s wonders and the places said to have inspired
them:
The Cheshire Cat
‘Well! I’ve often seen a cat without a grin,’ thought Alice; `but a grin without
a cat! It’s the most curious thing I ever saw in my life!’
The inspiration behind Carroll’s smirking Cheshire Cat is claimed by some
to come from the Grade I listed church where Carroll’s father was rector in
1843. St Peter’s Church in Croft on Tees in Yorkshire, has a stone carving
of a face of a cat or lion. Seen from a pew it has a wide smile but on
standing up, the grin seems to disappear, just as it does when Alice
encounters it.

Down the Rabbit Hole
‘She had never before seen a rabbit with either a waistcoat-pocket, or a
watch to take out of it, and burning with curiosity, she ran across the field
after it, and was just in time to see it pop down a large rabbit-hole under the
hedge’
Carroll’s father went on to become canon of the Grade I listed Ripon
Cathedral in 1852. The cathedral contains misericord carvings that are
distinctly Wonderlandesque. One shows a griffin catching a rabbit who
escapes down a hole and another features a character that looks like Alice
did after she followed the ‘eat me’ instruction and shrank.

The Pool of Tears
‘Now I’m opening out like the largest telescope there ever was! Good-bye,
feet!’ (for when she looked down at her feel, they seemed to be almost out
of sight, they were getting so far off)’
Oxford and its surrounds were the inspiration for much of Wonderland;
Carroll was a mathematics lecturer at Christ Church College when he wrote
the book. In Christ Church’s Great Hall there are a pair of long-necked
brass “firedogs” guarding the fire that are reminiscent of the description of
Alice when she grew in size in the Pool of Tears. The breath-taking Great
Hall also has a portrait of the young Lewis Carroll and its stained glass
windows illustrate scenes from the book.

The Cheshire Cat’s Tree
‘One day Alice came to a fork in the road and saw a Cheshire cat in a tree.
Which road do I take? she asked. Where do you want to go? was his
response. I don’t know, Alice answered. Then, said the cat, it doesn’t
matter’
Carroll’s rooms at Christ Church overlooked the Deanery Gardens where a
wooden door in the garden wall led to the enclosed Cathedral Garden.
From here another special door gave Queen Elizabeth I access to the
Cathedral from the royal apartments. Within the Cathedral Garden a
chestnut tree grows which is thought to be the model for the tree in which
the Cheshire Cat appears.
The bells of Tom’s Tower in the quadrant do not keep time with the rest of
Oxford’s bells, adding to the strangely otherworldly atmosphere and
chiming with the Mad Hatter’s tea party where it is always 6 o’clock.

The Treacle Wel
‘Alice did not wish to offend the Dormouse again, so she began very
cautiously: `But I don’t understand. Where did they draw the treacle from?’
The ‘treacle well’ that the Dormouse mentions at the Mad Hatter’s tea party
is said to be based on the Grade II listed St Margaret’s Well at Binsey,
Oxfordshire. Locals named the structure ‘the treacle well’ because of its
legendary healing properties; in the middle ages it was said that St
Frideswide cured King Algar of blindness with treacle discovered in the
well. In Christ Church Cathedral a stain glass window by the pre-Raphaelite
artist Sir Edward Burne-Jones depicts the legend. This was installed in
1860, a few years before Alice in Wonderland was published.

The Mad Hatter
‘Take off your hat,’ the King said to the Hatter. ‘It isn’t mine,’ said the
Hatter. ‘Stolen!’ the King exclaimed, turning to the jury, who instantly made
a memorandum of the fact. ‘I keep them to sell,’ the Hatter added as an
explanation; ‘I’ve none of my own. I’m a hatter.’
Carroll told Alice the story of Wonderland on a riverboat journey from Grade
II listed Folly Bridge in Oxford in July 1864. Near the bridge was the house
of Sir Tom Randall, Lord Mayor of Oxford and former hatter, who some
believe inspired the Mad Hatter character.
The Victorian hatting industry was perilous for some workers, whose felting
work exposed them to chronic mercury poisoning. Symptoms included
tremors and psychological disturbances, hence the phrase, as mad as a
hatter.

All of these would’ve inspired him but surely since he lived in Cheshire the
carved cat at St Wilfred’s Grappenhall was more inspirational as it was
close to his boyhood home.
As an ITG Green badge tour guide, IHBC founding member and a
conservation specialist, I do a tour of Grappenhall & St Wilfreds and also of
All Saints, Daresbury in Cheshire (where his father was vicar when Lewis
Carroll was a boy). So i think these churches should be included in the list.
See past tour ref:”Explore DARESBURY on Mad Hatter’s day ”
https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/explore-daresbury-on-mad-hatters-daytickets-70319458393

Well – what can we say – we are all in a very unusual situation, which
hopefully we can see the light at the end of the tunnel when we can get
back to a sense of normality, but I don’t thint it will be normal for a long
while yet – maybe we will have to adjust to a new ‘normal’.
Whilst this situation is ongoing, as with all meetings, our WI has not been
meeting, but that does not mean we have not been busy. We have been
busy with our sewing machines and knitting needles – I know my sewing
machine has never (and I really mean that) been busier. Some of the
things we have been busy with are:
 Making uniforms, wash bags and button headbands
 Sewing scrubs
 Sewing and knitting hearts – an emotional task
As well as sewing and knitting, I am sure that all our gardens are looking
ready for the summer, especially now that the garden centres are open and
that our baking skills have been put to good use (as long as you are able to
get the flour!).
I know most of our members are self isolating and it cannot be emphasised
how important that is for the welfare of the individual and to reduce the
length of time this scary time will last. At the beginning of the lock down I
think many felt they needed to do something (I know I did), but keep
reminding yourself of the importance of social distancing and do not feel
you are not doing your bit if you have not been busy sewing or knitting.
I personally am grateful that I have a back catalogue of the WI magazine – I
have been doing all the crosswords, word searches and sudokos – I am
waiting for my next magazine for more puzzles.
Remember stay safe and keep your distance.
When our meetings are able to resume the dates will be published in the
local press.
If anyone is interested in coming along as a guest you will be most
welcome – for more information contact our secretary on 01455 821228.

A.A.A.D.D.- KNOW THE SYMPTOMS!
Thank goodness there’s a name for this disorder.
Age-Activated Attention-Deficit Disorder.
This is how it manifests:
I decide to water my garden. As I turn on the hose in the
driveway,
I look over at my car and decide it needs washing.
As I start toward the garage, I notice mail on the porch table that I
brought up from the mail box earlier.
I decide to go through the mail before I wash the car. I lay my car
keys on the table, put the junk mail in the garbage can under the
table, and notice that the can is full.
So, I decide to put the bills back on the table and take out the
garbage first…
But then I think, since I’m going to be near the mailbox when I
take out the garbage anyway, I may as well pay the bills first.
I take my cheque book off the table, and see that there is only one
cheque left. My extra cheques are in my desk in the study, So I
go inside the house to my desk where I find the can of Pepsi I’d
been drinking.
I’m going to look for my cheques, but first I need to push the Pepsi
aside so that I don’t accidentally knock it over. The Pepsi is
getting warm, and I decide to put it in the refrigerator to keep it
cold. As I head toward the kitchen with the Pepsi, a vase of
flowers on the counter catches my eye–they need water.
I put the Pepsi on the counter and discover my reading glasses
that I’ve been searching for all morning. I decide I better put them
back on my desk, but first I’m going to water the flowers.
I set the glasses back down on the counter, fill a container with
water and suddenly spot the TV remote. Someone left it on the

kitchen table. I realise that tonight when we go to watch TV, I’ll be
looking for the remote, but I won’t remember that it’s on the
kitchen table, So I decide to put it back in the den where it
belongs, but first I’ll water the flowers.
I pour some water in the flowers, but quite a bit of it spills on the
floor. So, I set the remote back on the table, get some towels and
wipe up the spill. Then, I head down the hall trying to remember
what I was planning to do.
At the end of the day:
The car isn’t washed,
The bills aren’t paid,
There is a warm can of Pepsi sitting on the counter,
The flowers don’t have enough water,
There is still only 1 check in my check book,
I can’t find the remote,
I can’t find my glasses,
And I don’t remember what I did with the car keys.
Then, when I try to figure out why nothing got done today,
I’m really baffled because I know I was busy all day, and I’m really
tired.
I realise this is a serious problem,
And I’ll try to get some help for it, but first I’ll check my e-mail….
Do me a favour
Forward this message to everyone you know, because I don’t
remember who I’ve sent it to.
Don’t laugh — if this isn’t you yet, your day is coming!
P.S. I don’t remember who sent it to me, so if it was you, I’m
sorry.

